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'' I HAVE 
ONLY TWO 
PASSIONS, 
FEEDING THE 
STRAYS  & 
DESIGN IDEAS”

Hi. I’m a Communication Design student 
based in Mumbai, currently studying in ISDI.

My earrings are a big part of my identity, and 
you will probably describe me with them 
much sooner than you will describe any 
other part of my personality.

I suffer from “Coffee Bean Pagophagia”
/ ‘Compulsive consumption of iced coffee’/
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BLAME
1.

//TYPOGRAPHY //

The brief expected us to work with vernacular 
type and design merchandise that depicted a
phrase in the selected language. This Bengali 
phrase translates to 'Blame the problem on 
Nondo Ghosh (the scapegoat).'





///poster design

the fact that the brief forbade use of 
known languages - this helped us 
study each letterform as an image, 
rather than an alphabet.

It made me more sensitive to every 
form and its interaction with the 
space around it.

The black circle around the words 
(translating to Nondo Ghosh) depicts 
a spotlight shining on the scapegoat, 
almost inviting its viewers to blame it. 
The poster seems to ask the question 
- who do we blame? The answer is in
the encircled writing - Nondo Ghosh.

///The brilliancy of this project lay in 



merge the english version and the 
bengali version of the proverb.

I tried to depict the concept of 
'passing the blame' using lines that 
literally pass through each other.

///For the merchandise, I decided to 



DAENO
2.

//BRANDING //

The brief required us to pick an animal of our 
choice and bring forth its  characteristics 
through the brand of the allocated form of 
industry.

Animal : Doe
Industry : Biscuit
Name : Daeno





///logo design

The concept of the logo is based 
around the hooves of the doe and the 
movement of dripping chocolate. It 
also incorporates the aspect of 
nostalgia using the movement of a 
childhood swing.

///Daeno brings you crumbly, layered 
biscuits with an exotic taste coming 
straight from the hearth. These 
biscuits bring heaven to your hands, 
evoking nostalgia within those who 
wish to experience the warmth of 
homemade biscuits.



///brand guidelines



///startionery



///packaging



PCOS -  
SOME ABBREVIATIONS NEED ATTENTION

3.

//UI & UX DESIGN//

SANA is an app that is accompanied along 
with the campaign . This enables the 
women to achieve set goals for fitness and 
diet and encourages them to lead a happy 
and PCOS free life as much as possible. 
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APP DESIGN : 

SANA is an app that is accompanied along with the campaign . This enables the women to 
achieve set goals for fitness and diet and encourages them to lead a happy and PCOS free life as 
much as possible. 





COLOR SCHEME & MOOD BOARD







NATYARASA
4.

//POSTER DESIGN//

 A type-based poster design that invites 
viewers to ‘Natyarasa’ - a bharatnatyam 
dance program that breaks the barriers 
between traditional and modern.





//  The red and the blue combine 
to remind the viewer of a dance 
powerful and passionate, leading 
to something that will leave them 
wanting more.
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